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EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) provides a network that enables
financial institutions worldwide to send and receive information about financial transactions in a secure,
standardized, and reliable environment.1 The financial industry has been facing various cyber-attacks and
hackers are targeting SWIFT systems for moving funds. A well-known SWIFT attack was against the
Bangladesh Bank that occurred in February 2016, where nearly $81 million was stolen by an attacker who
executed malware that allowed them to hack the bank’s SWIFT software.
SWIFT Customer Security Programme (CSP) was introduced to help customers protect their financial
institution against cyber fraud. Organizations are compelled to use extra precaution when handling financial
and transactions data when using SWIFT. If organizations are not prepared to recover from security
incidents, it could result in failure to meet security and compliance best practice requirements, further
increasing forensics services costs, operational pressures and risk, money laundering, terrorist financing,
and other illicit activities. Organizations need to have a full understanding of the issues that are presented
by not being prepared for a breach, in addition to the incident handling process, notification requirements,
and the potential long-term impact to the end organization.
Illusive Networks (“Illusive”) engaged Coalfire Systems, Inc. (“Coalfire”), a leading independent industry
provider of IT security, governance, and regulatory compliance services, to conduct an independent
technical assessment of their purpose-built pre- and post-breach detection solution. Coalfire conducted
assessment activities including technical testing, architectural assessment, and compliance validation.
In this paper, Coalfire will describe how it confirmed that the Illusive solution can be utilized to meet SWIFT
Customer Security Controls Framework (CSCF) requirements and how this solution could be helpful to
prepare a company to better deal with a security breach or to prevent a breach. The solution can assist
with risk assessment, incident response management, and incident log information gathering based on the
sample testing and evidence gathered during this assessment.

ABOUT THE ILLUSIVE SOLUTION
To execute a targeted cyberattack, attackers typically need to establish themselves on an endpoint and
gradually find their way into an organization’s high-value systems. Rather than detecting malware or
monitoring anomalous network traffic or user behavior, Illusive anticipates and manipulates the behavior of
the actual people behind the attack. As an agentless, automated solution that deters and detects their
reconnaissance and lateral movement, Illusive solution protects critical systems and operations by stopping
high-impact attacks very early in the attack process.
On each endpoint, Illusive’s Deception Management System plants false bits of information (deceptions)
that appears real and valuable to the attacker. Simultaneously, the Illusive Attack Surface Manager (ASM)
module preemptively reduces the availability of real credentials and connections that an attacker could use.
Together, these capabilities ensure that, from the first point of entry, the attacker is confronted with
extremely high odds of choosing a false path. The first wrong move an attacker conducts triggers an alert.
Detailed, real-time forensics are captured from the system where the attacker is operating. From the Illusive
Attacker View console, defenders are armed with knowledge of the attacker’s position in relation to critical
assets and are provided the information they need to prioritize triage and choose the best course of action.
Illusive, though often classed as a deception platform, differs from traditional honeypots in that it forms a
deceptive “layer” across the entire network, rather than installing whole systems that emulate application
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servers and other resources. Through Illusive ASM, Illusive also provides a more comprehensive solution
for stopping targeted attacks.

AUDIENCE
This paper is intended for banks and central banks, financial custodians, investment institutions, market
infrastructures, and corporate clients who may be evaluating the use of the Illusive solution for use within
their organization to meet SWIFT CSCF requirements.

S W I F T C U S T O M E R S E C U R I T Y C O N T R O L S F R AM E W O R K
SWIFT CSCF describes a set of mandatory and advisory security controls for SWIFT users. The mandatory
controls act as security baseline for entire community, and the advisory controls are best practice
recommendations for implementation by SWIFT users. The mandatory security controls are industry
requirements that are in place to help protect payment card information and are required to be implemented
by companies on their local SWIFT infrastructure. The SWIFT CSCF is organized into three main
objectives, categorized into seven principles and twenty-seven security controls. The security controls are
developed to help mitigate various cybersecurity risks faced by the SWIFT users.
OBJECTIVES
Secure Your
Environment

PRINCIPLES
1.

Restrict internet access and Protect Critical Systems from General IT
Environment

Know & Limit Access

Detect & Respond

2.

Reduce attack surface and vulnerabilities

3.

Physically secure the environment

4.

Prevent compromise of credentials

5.

Manage identities and segregate privileges

6.

Detect anomalous activity to system or transaction records

7.

Plan for incident response and information sharing

S U M M AR Y F I N D I N G S
The following findings are relevant highlights from this assessment:
1. When properly implemented following vendor guidance, the Illusive solution can provide partial
support to assist with the security controls noted below:
a. 1.1 SWIFT Environment Protection
b. 1.2 Operating System Privileged Account Control
c.

2.2 Security Updates

d. 2.3 System Hardening
e. 2.6A Operator Session Confidentiality and Integrity
f.

2.8A Critical Activity Outsourcing

g. 4.1 Password Policy
h. 5.1 Logical Access Control
i.

6.1 Malware Protection

j.

6.2 Software Integrity
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k.

6.4 Logging and Monitoring

l.

7.1 Cyber Incident Response Planning

m. 7.4A Scenario Risk Assessment
2. The Illusive solution was effectively able to trigger incident alerts for the following events:
a. Windows incident alerts:
▪

Network – Attempted connection to shared folder from elsewhere on the network with
deceptive user.

▪

Browsers – Accessing the deceptive server through the internet browser.

▪

Databases – Accessing the database through the internet browser on the planted server
on default ports.

▪

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) – Accessing the planted FTP server with FileZilla application
using credentials found.

▪

Malicious Processes – Execution of Ransomware processes via PowerShell or malicious
software’s. For e.g. zerolocker on the host system. Execution of malwares like Trojan,
worm, keylogger, backdoor on the host systems.

▪

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) – RDP connection to deceptive server, Windows login
attempt using deceptive user

▪

Scanners – Pinging the Trap Server more than nine times.

▪

Shares – Accessing the shared directory folders with the credentials found on the disk.

▪

Secure Shell (SSH) – Trying to move laterally to an SSH server using credentials found on
disk.

▪

Windows – Logging using planted credentials to access the Windows system.

▪

Telnet event (mainframe) – Opening a client software to access the deceptive mainframe
system.

▪

Wire Transfer- Connection to Wire Transfer deceptive entity server by moving laterally to
an SSH server with credentials found. Opening a SWIFT browser login trap page with
credentials found.

b. Linux and macOS incident alerts –
▪

Browsers: Accessing the server through internet browser

▪

FTP: Using command line FTP with found credentials.

▪

Scanners: Pinging the Trap Server more than nine times

▪

Shares: Accessing the shared directory folders with the credentials found on the disk.

▪

SSH: Trying to move laterally to an SSH server using credentials found on disk

3. The Illusive solution adequately generated logs of events or reports such that activities could be
traced in accordance with the requirements of the host systems.
4. The Illusive solution is agentless, and users cannot disable or tamper with the deceptions deployed.
5. The Illusive solution was able to stop ransomware threats for Windows systems by automatically
diverting them away from real hosts.
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6. The Illusive solution provides functionalities to integrate with third-party tools, like RADIUS server
or Tanium, or an external remote-management tool such as Microsoft System Center Configuration
Manager (SCCM) or Ansible.
7. The Illusive solution could whitelist host sources for various incident types from within the
management console or through use of REST API developed by Illusive.
8. The Illusive solution provides additional features for Windows operating systems to denote
particular “Crown Jewels” assets as valuable, in order to protect them. Such assets would include
Wire Transfer assets (specific to SWIFT financial messaging service environment), and Mainframe
systems.
9. Illusive Attacker View console provides functionality to create maps, map actions and options (for
various views), generate Attack Risk Reports, and prioritize activity using risk insights provided by
its dashboard.
10. The Illusive solution management console provides functionality to deploy deceptions in the
environment for Windows and Linux systems (macOS system requires manual deployment as per
instruction commands provided), manage deceptive entities, and create and manage policies
appropriate for the organization.
11. The Illusive solution management console also provides functionality to manage the console users,
Windows domain, Trap Servers, deceptive shared folders, event log sources, email reporting, and
Syslog reporting.

ASSESSOR COMMENTS
The assessment scope focused on validating the use of the Illusive solution in a SWIFT environment and
how it can assist SWIFT user organizations in their risk assessment and incident response planning along
with controls related to incident log information gathering. Illusive documentation should be referred to for
appropriate implementation of the product, deployment of deceptions, configurations, management of the
attack surface, and configuration of the REST API for use within organization. However, as most computing
environments and configurations vary drastically, it is important to note that use of this product does not
guarantee security and any robust solution can fail when improperly implemented. A defense-in-depth
strategy that provides multiple layers of protection should be followed as a best practice. Please consult
with Illusive for policy and configuration questions and best practices.
It should also not be construed that the use of the Illusive solution guarantees full SWIFT compliance.
Disregarding SWIFT CSCF requirements and security best practice controls for systems and networks
inside or outside of SWIFT scope can introduce many other security or business continuity risks to the
organization. Security and business risk mitigation should be any organization’s goal and focus for selecting
security controls. For protection of data, organizations should implement capabilities beyond the regulation
requirements and should consider the broader value of using Illusive solution to detect and deter attackers
within the network.
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AP PLIC ATION ARCHITEC TURE AND SECURITY
The Illusive solution is an advanced post-breach detection solution that exposes attackers on an
organization’s network as they attempt lateral movements before sensitive data is compromised. The
Illusive solution weaves a deceptive layer over an organization’s entire network, creating an environment
where attackers 1) cannot rely on the information they collect, and 2) reveal themselves as they try to
navigate the network.

Illusive Internal Component s:
The Illusive solution presents a deceptive network view to attackers. Deceptions are deployed from a
Management Server without an agent. Upon detection of an incident, a Trap Server is alerted, and a
management console displays real-time source-based incident forensics. Additional notifications can be
configured through the management console.
The Illusive solution requires at least one Management Server and one Trap Server. Additional Trap
Servers may be added to increase deceptive IP addresses or enable Illusive Advanced Ransomware
Guard™, an innovative deception-based solution that stops Advanced Ransomware Threats (ARTs) on
source-hosts before real files are encrypted.
A high-level architecture diagram of the Illusive solution is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Illusive Solution Architecture Diagram

Illusive External Component s:
The Illusive solution consists of the following external components:
• The Illusive solution integrates with an LDAP server such as Active Directory (AD) or a Remote
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) server to handle user access to the management
console.
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• The Illusive solution integrates with programs, such as SysInternals Deployment Tool, Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI), or Tanium, or an external remote-management tool such as
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) or Ansible for host-contact for
deployment, map-collection, and forensic gathering.
• The Illusive solution integrates with CyberArk, which enables the Illusive solution to contact hosts
without storing domain-user credentials defined as local-admin for hosts.
• The Illusive solution can integrate with the Splunk Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) tool Umbrella, ArcSight, and QRadar, which can trigger an Illusive solution incident through
those platforms when access to a malicious site is attempted.
• The Illusive solution provides integration with other security tools to read the Syslog reports
generated by the solution.
• The Illusive solution integrates with mail servers to send notifications and forensics information to
desired email recipients.
• The Illusive solution integrates with the VirusTotal tool for enhancement of incident forensics and
malware/malicious processes detection.

Illusive Deception - What It Means
Illusive deceptions masquerade as the things attackers seek, including locations and credentials. Location
deceptions appear to an attacker as a legitimate connection; however, the IP address of each of the
deception points to the Illusive Trap Server. Deceptions are not visible to attackers or authorized users
either, so any access attempt to the Trap Server potentially means an attack has occurred. The Trap Server
then alerts the Illusive Management Server of the access attempt and the host that was accessed. The
Management Server then collects the real-time forensics directly from the source, which can either be
captured in downloadable file formats or can be viewed through the management console (macOS realtime forensics can be captured by integration with Tanium, as this operating system type does not provide
all real-time forensics data through the console).
Similarly, user deceptions appear to an attacker as legitimate user and are planted in various locations and
contexts, mimicking how the actual hosts or machines store the real credentials. The Illusive solution checks
for failed login events continuously by reading the AD domain controllers or the SIEM tool and compares
the login failure with the planted credentials. When use of planted credentials occurs, that potentially means
there was a compromise of the network, and the Management Server immediately identifies the attack and
collects forensics from the compromised machine/host.
Figure 2 below shows the various deception types that can be configured on the endpoints for the supported
operating system functionality.
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Figure 2: Illusive Deception Types

TECHNIC AL SECURITY A SSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
Coalfire completed a multi-faceted technical assessment using the below industry and audit best practices.
Coalfire conducted remote testing within the vendor lab environment from July 9, 2018 to July 20, 2018 and
performed macOS testing from July 26, 2018 to July 27, 2018.
At a high level, the testing consisted of the following tasks:
1. Technical review of the full solution’s architecture and its components.
2. Triggering of sample incident alerts from Windows, Linux, and macOS endpoints where deceptions
were deployed. (No endpoint agent installation was required)
3. For Windows endpoints with deception, the following sample incident alerts were tested, and
corresponding incident information was reviewed:
▪

Network, browsers, databases, FTP, malicious processes, RDP, scanners, shares, SSH,
Wire Transfer deception, and Telnet event (mainframe)

4. For Linux and macOS endpoints with deception, the following sample incident alerts were tested,
and corresponding incident information was reviewed:
▪

Browsers, FTP, Scanners, Shares, and SSH.

5. Ransomware binaries installation and testing to confirm that the ransomware processes were
blocked for the Windows endpoints.
6. Testing of incident notifications via e-mails and the Illusive solution management console.
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7. Review of Illusive ASM rule creation and rule violations that can be utilized for the organization’s
risk assessment plans.
8. Management of incidents through the Illusive solution management console including closing,
reopening, deleting, and downloading of incident data.
9. Review of Crown Jewels functionality with appropriate deceptions setup (applicable for Windows
systems) for Wire Transfer Guard functions.
10. Creation of deceptive servers and users with the supported deceptions; management of policies
for the supported OS (Linux, Windows, macOS).
11. Deployment of deceptions for selected hosts and machine forensics through the Illusive solution
management console for Windows and Linux systems. macOS supports collection of all real-time
forensics information through Tanium third-party integration tool.
12. Breach data collection from within the Illusive solution management console.
13. Generation and export of Attack Risk Reports and export of various incident data.

ASSESSMENT ENVIRONME NT
The following servers were hosted by Illusive within a virtual environment for testing purposes:
• Management Server Windows Server 2012 R2 including default Windows applications and
configured as per Illusive security best practices.
• AD Server Windows Server 2012 R2 for managing domains and user deceptions.
• Endpoint 1 Windows 7 SP1 Enterprise with Illusive solution deceptions deployed and anti-virus
software and firewall disabled.
• Endpoint 2 Windows 7 SP1 Enterprise with Illusive deceptions deployed and anti-virus software and
firewall disabled.
• Trap Server Windows Server 2012 R2 with the Illusive solution deployed.
• Trap-ransom Server Windows Server 2012 R2 with the Illusive solution deployed.
• Ubuntu endpoint 12.04.1 LTS with Illusive deceptions deployed and default applications and
additional packages installed for support of specific functionality.
• Server1 – Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 with Illusive deceptions deployed and anti-virus software
and firewall disabled.
• macOS High Sierra Version 10.13.6 with Illusive deceptions deployed and anti-virus software and
firewall disabled.
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USE C ASES
W I R E T R AN S F E R G U AR D ™
Illusive provides a solution for protection of SWIFT systems to protect Wire Transfer networks and effectivity
detect, report, and mitigate targeted attacks that pose high risk of financial and strategic damage to the
financial industry. Wire Transfer Guard plants deceptive information across the organization’s environment
- objects that appear identical to servers, user credentials, web interfaces, and other components of Wire
Transfer systems. When an attacker gains access, the Illusive solution triggers incident notifications and
starts the collection of forensic data. SWIFT Crown Jewels can be defined from within the Wire Transfer
page functionality and deceptions can be managed from within the Wire Transfer UI page as shown in
Figure 3 below.
Wire Transfer functionality provides better visibility on Crown Jewels, deceptions tailored for implementing
organizations, and forensics results with Wire Transfer badge and provides simulation of realistic webpages for Crown Jewels.

Figure 3: Illusive Wire Transfer Guard Extension

A T T AC K R I S K AS S E S S M E N T AN D M I T I G AT I O N
Scenario-based risk assessments test various attack scenarios (without simulating via technology, for
example, through a war-game or table-top exercise) to determine the likelihood and impact on the
organization. The results of a risk assessment help to identify areas of risk that may require future action,
risk mitigation, or an update of the cyber incident response plan. 2
Illusive ASM functionality within the Illusive solution enables organizations to create and manage rulesets,
as shown in Figure 4 below, for discovering and continuously exposing what Illusive calls the “access
footprint”—the actual credentials and connections that exist within the environment as a result of both
intended configurations and daily business activity. Any violations to those defined rules can be viewed

2
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from within the Illusive solution management console, and those violation notifications can be configured
to be sent to SIEM or other management tools supported.

Figure 4: Illusive Attack Surface Manager

The various policies configured in Illusive ASM can help preemptively reduce risk by revealing and enabling
the elimination of factors that are conducive to lateral movement, should an attacker be present in the
environment. Illusive ASM users can elect to correct these conditions either manually or using various
degrees of automation. Attacker View from within the Illusive solution management console provides
functionality to analyze risk elements and generate a report that provides key findings and attack summary
details as below.
• User credential overview

• Domain Administrator credentials
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• Server Attack vectors

• Top hosts with incoming attack vectors

• Top hosts with outgoing attack vectors

I N C I D E N T M AN A G E M E N T
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-61 Revision 23 offers
recommendations in the following categories pertaining to the implementation of an incident response plan:
• Preparation
• Detection and Analysis
• Containment Eradication & Recovery
• Post-Incident Activity
The Illusive solution identifies attack details while the attackers are attempting to navigate a network and
delivers real-time, source-based forensics via the Illusive solution management console (for Windows and
Linux systems), emails, and Syslog messages. macOS systems can be integrated with the Tanium thirdparty tool for capture of real-time forensics data and incident alert notifications, and details can be
simultaneously captured by the Illusive solution management console. Notifications can be immediately
sent to the company SIEM tool, so the administrators can begin the mitigation process.
Illusive solution forensics data can be reviewed following the incident alert notification via the Illusive
solution management console, where users can navigate to the Incidents page and open incidents using
the selection criteria as seen in Figure 5 below. Closing incidents, reopening incidents, deleting incidents,

3
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and downloading incident data are various actions that can be performed from within the Illusive solution
management console.

Figure 5: Illusive solution management console Incidents

An incident can be selected to receive forensics information and be further analyzed as shown in Figure 6
below. The incident logs can be downloaded from within the Illusive solution management console. The
example below shows the deceptive users who accessed the shared directory folder.

Figure 6: Illusive Incidents Forensics Analysis Data
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R AN S O M W AR E T H R E AT P R E V E N T I O N
Advanced Ransomware Guard™ is an innovative deception-based solution by Illusive that stops ARTs on
source-hosts before real files are encrypted. The incident is identified as a Ransomware incident by
Advanced Ransomware Guard™. A separate ransomware Trap Server is configured and stores deceptions
relevant for ART.
When attackers penetrate an organization’s network, Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) techniques like
lateral movements are used to discover and navigate the networks. Once critical assets are identified,
attackers use the ransomware to encrypt the data, demanding the organization pays a sum of money to
release the data. It is necessary to block the encryption to ensure business continuity. With the Illusive
solution, the deception technology can help identify the ransomware stage of the attack, divert the attack
from real hosts, and block it, as shown in Figure 7. Note that this feature is applicable to Windows operating
systems currently; macOS and Linux does not support this functionality.

Figure 7: Illusive Ransomware Incident Analysis

L O G S AN D M O N I T O R I N G
To meet SWIFT CSCF logging requirements, it is important to collect, manage, and analyze log information.
This information must be managed across various devices, systems, and applications that are part of the
SWIFT environment. Assembling all the log activities and reviewing them for those system components
gets complicated and can be overwhelming.
SWIFT CSCF monitoring implementation guidelines suggests having a tool in place to review logs for
various security events frequently and follow up on exceptions and anomalies identified during the review
process for further investigation purposes. To protect systems adequately, an ongoing vulnerability
management program is needed and an effective process of reviewing logs or investigating malicious
activity should be enforced.
Sometimes it takes months for an organization to know that a security breach might have occurred. There
may be many reasons why an organization may be failing in terms of logging and monitoring. With regular
log reviews, organizations can proactively address unauthorized access to the SWIFT environment.
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The Illusive solution can assist an organization with putting together the right information required to monitor
security incidents, collect breach data (as shown in Figure 8), and report incidents (as shown in Figure 9)
via the Illusive solution management console. Reporting incidents and performing forensics investigations
are also important so that incidents do not go unresolved.

Figure 8: Illusive Breach Collection

Figure 9: Illusive Incidents Reporting Configurations
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T O O L S AN D T E C H N I Q U E S
Coalfire utilized the following tools for this product review:
TOOL NAME
Live Ransomware/Malware Samples

DESCRIPTION
Sample binaries of known malware for Windows and Linux operating
systems:
• Sample Windows malware obtained from theZoo aka Malware DB at
http://thezoo.morirt.com/.
• Ransomware samples downloaded from Github.com
*Note – Visiting and downloading from the above sites may lead to malware
infection; for this reason, Coalfire highly recommends against visiting these
websites.

Various Tools for testing the deception Mimikatz, Netcat (nc64), MySQL, ftp, RDP, FileZilla, Google Chrome, Putty,
technology
Net Use, Net View, Web Browser Pass View, Remote SSH
Phishing Email Sample Attack

http://malware-traffic-analysis.net/2018/03/26/index.html

Wireshark

Wireshark Ethernet port sniffer to observe the traffic coming in and out of
the systems.

REFERENCES
NIST Special Publications: https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/specialpublications/nist.sp.800-61r2.pdf
SWIFT_Customer_Security_Controls_Framework:https://www.swift.com/myswift/customer-securityprogramme-csp/security-controls
Admin_guide_89.pdf
REST_API.Guide_84.pdf
Security_Best_Practices_71.pdf
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AP PENDIX A: SW IFT CUSTOMER SECURITY
CONTROLS COVE R AGE MAT RIX
Please note that while the Illusive solution aids in meeting the SWIFT CSCF controls, SWIFT users are still
required to create appropriate policies or procedures to meet necessary requirements. Only controls that
are supported by the Illusive solution are noted within below table; there are various controls within SWIFT
framework that are not relevant or applicable for the Illusive solution.
COMPLIANCE
LEVEL

DESCRIPTION



Capabilities to satisfy the requirement are available within the Illusive solution.



Features available in the Illusive solution can be utilized by the implementing organization to
partially satisfy the specifications in the requirement. It also requires company policies for full
compliance.



Requires company policies for full compliance. Illusive solution provides no support

SECURITY
CONTROLS

CONTROL OBJECTIVE

COMPLIANCE ILLUSIVE SOLUTION PRINCIPLES
SUPPORTED TESTING AND RESULTS

1 Restrict Internet Access & Protect Critical Systems from General IT Environment

1.1 SWIFT
Environment
Protection
Type: Mandatory

Ensure the protection of the
user's local SWIFT
infrastructure from potentially
compromised elements of
the general IT environment
and external environment.

Using Illusive ASM policy rules, an IT
administrator can control, enforce, and limit
unauthorized users from holding
strong/admin credentials or sensitive
connections to Crown Jewels assets.
Activities can be monitored, and incidents
can be notified through the management
console.





There are other components like
environment segregation, scoping of secure
zone, network layer protection,
communication, etc. that still must be
implemented by the organization.
Testing Procedure:
Illusive ASM policy was configured to
manage user privilege and number of users
that can connect to Crown Jewel assets.
Users that make connections to the assets
were monitored from the management
console. Unauthorized users were cleaned
and attack surface was reduced as a result.

1.2 Operating
System Privileged
Account Control
Type: Mandatory

Restrict and control the
allocation and usage of
administrator-level operating
system accounts.



Using Illusive ASM policy rules, an IT
administrator can control, enforce, and limit
unauthorized users from holding
strong/admin credentials or sensitive
connections to Crown Jewels assets. Note
that controlling allocation and usage of
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SECURITY
CONTROLS

CONTROL OBJECTIVE

COMPLIANCE ILLUSIVE SOLUTION PRINCIPLES
SUPPORTED TESTING AND RESULTS
administrator-level accounts remains the
responsibility of the organization.
Testing Procedure:
Illusive ASM policy was configured to
manage user privilege and number of users
that can connect to Crown Jewel assets.
Users that make connections to the assets
were monitored from the management
console.

2 Reduce Attack Surface and Vulnerabilities

2.2 Security
Updates
Type: Mandatory

2.3 System
Hardening
Type: Mandatory

Minimize the occurrence of
known technical
vulnerabilities within the local
SWIFT infrastructure by
ensuring vendor support,
applying mandatory software
updates, and applying timely
security updates aligned to
the assessed risk.

Reduce the cyber-attack
surface of SWIFT-related
components by performing
system hardening.

2.6A Operator
Protect the confidentiality
Session
and integrity of interactive
Confidentiality and
operator sessions connecting
Integrity

Partially met by providing regular updates to
the Illusive solution. Security incidents
notified through management console for the
in-scope operating system can be analyzed
further to confirm any vulnerabilities could
potentially exist.



Testing Procedure:
Confirmed by interview with Illusive
personnel that Illusive provides regular
updates to the solution to ensure any
technical vulnerabilities are addressed and
the Illusive support team is available as
required.



Using ASM, the solution can help harden the
organization’s environment by spotlighting
and reducing the attack surface. See the use
cases within the whitepaper for additional
details.
Illusive recommends and provides security
best practices guidelines for the servers
utilized by the solution. The process of
hardening of systems remains the
responsibility of implementing organization.
Testing Procedure:
Confirmed by testing the various use cases
noted in this paper that Illusive can help
harden the customers environment to reduce
cyber-attack surface.
Reviewed the Illusive-provided
administration guide and best practices
guide to confirm hardening guidance related
to systems was provided. The test
environment was set up with hardened
configurations.



Illusive can support this by enforcing and
limiting unauthorized users from holding
strong/admin credentials or sensitive
connections to Crown Jewels assets. If any
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SECURITY
CONTROLS
Type: Advisory

CONTROL OBJECTIVE

COMPLIANCE ILLUSIVE SOLUTION PRINCIPLES
SUPPORTED TESTING AND RESULTS

to the local SWIFT
infrastructure.

interactive sessions utilize insecure
protocols, it can be configured to set up to
have a security incident notified through the
Illusive solution management console.
Illusive ASM also provides functionality for
removal of users from memory which helps
protect the accounts.
Partial support is provided to meet this
control as Illusive solution does not support
all authorized user’s management.
Testing Procedure:
Illusive ASM policy was configured to
manage user privilege and number of users
that can connect to Crown Jewel assets.
Users that make connections to the assets
were monitored from the management
console.
Illusive ASM functionality can be utilized
where risk factors identified can be analyzed
for critical outsourced activities. Illusive can
provide results in a risk report format that
can be used to develop a risk assessment
policy.

2.8A Critical
Activity
Outsourcing
Type: Advisory

Ensure protection of the local
SWIFT infrastructure from
risks exposed by the
outsourcing of critical
activities.



Illusive deceptions can be deployed on
various supported operating systems – their
agentless technology ensures no impact to
regular business operations and working
environments. As Illusive frustrates lateral
movement, forcing the attacker to reveal
themselves, information gathered can help
organizations identify the potential issues
and block access to even the less-sensitive
systems indirectly blocking access to
sensitive systems.
Testing Procedure:
Reviewed various incidents from within the
Illusive solution management console.
Administrators or configured users are
notified about incidents that occurred
through the dashboard or via email. Any
incidents including actions taken by vendors
are traced through the Illusive solution. This
information can be reviewed by security
personnel daily or as events occur to confirm
the threat or suspicious activity that occurred
on systems where Illusive solution
deceptions were deployed.
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Incident alerts were triggered for the
following events on the Windows and Linux
systems for the configured testing
environment:
•
Windows incident alerts – Network,
Browsers, Databases, FTP,
Malicious Processes, RDP,
Scanners, Shares, SSH, Windows,
Telnet event (mainframe), Wire
Transfer, and Ransomware events
•
Linux and macOS incident alerts –
Browsers, FTP, Scanners, Shares,
SSH

4 Prevent Compromise of Credentials

4.1 Password
Policy
Type: Mandatory

Ensure passwords are
sufficiently resistant against
common password attacks
by implementing and
enforcing an effective
password policy.



The Illusive solution management console
supports strong password policy
requirements for management console.
Illusive provides best practice
recommendations for passwords to be
created that organizations can select for
various system components.
The password policies for all the system
components are still required to be
maintained by the organization implementing
the Illusive solution.
Testing Procedure:
Confirmed that the Illusive solution
management console required strong
password length and upper case, lower
case, numerical, and special characters. The
password policy configurations for system
components within customers environment is
not covered for this whitepaper as it will vary
based on the organization’s needs.

5 Manage Identities and Segregate Privileges

5.1 Logical Access
Control
Type: Mandatory

Enforce the security
principles of need-to-know
access, least privilege, and
segregation of duties for
operator accounts.



Using ASM policy rules, an IT administrator
can control, enforce, and limit unauthorized
users from holding strong/admin credentials
or sensitive connections to Crown Jewels
assets. Note that controlling allocation and
usage of all operator accounts (authorized
users) remains the responsibility of the
organization.
Testing Procedure:
ASM policy was configured to manage user
privilege and number of users that can
connect to Crown Jewel assets. Users that
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make connections to the assets were
monitored from the management console.

6 Detect Anomalous Activity to System or Transaction Records
For Windows systems where Illusive solution
deceptions are deployed, Illusive solution
can detect malicious process events such as
Trojan, worm, dropper, virus, ransomware,
and backdoor. The event processes can be
cross checked with VirusTotal to alert
through the console. The Illusive solution
management console can detect and provide
incident alerts for the detected malicious
events when a deployment cycle is executed
on through the console or via pre-defined
intervals.

6.1 Malware
Protection
Type: Mandatory

Ensure that local SWIFT
infrastructure is protected
against malware.



Note that the support provided by Illusive
solution is partial as the removal of and
protection from the malicious software
remains the responsibility of the end
organization.
macOS and Linux systems do not support
this feature.
Testing Procedure:
The types of malware that were detected
included Trojan, worm, dropper, virus,
ransomware, and backdoor. File-based
attacks were performed with various sample
sets to observe that Illusive solution detected
the known types of malware attacks for
Windows OS. Any malicious processes
incident is triggered through the
management console, which may be Trojan
or other similar malware events.

6.2 Software
Integrity
Type: Mandatory

Ensure the software integrity
of the SWIFT-related
applications.



Wire Transfer Guard plants deceptive
information across the organization’s
environment - objects that appear identical to
servers, user credentials, web interfaces,
and other components of Wire
Transfer/SWIFT systems. Wire Transfer
Guard functionality can provide simulation of
realistic web-pages for Crown Jewels, which
can be utilized to maintain the software
integrity of the SWIFT-related applications.
Testing Procedure:
Connected to Wire Transfer deceptive entity
server by moving laterally to an SSH server
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with credentials found. Opening a SWIFT
browser login trap page with credentials
found, Illusive solution could collect all the
forensics data of accessed locations.
The Illusive solution can support the logging
of security events relevant to the security of
the systems within the SWIFT environment
where deceptions are deployed. The Illusive
solution can help identify log events of
incidents with information related to
accessed system components that could be
either be an anomaly or suspicious activity.
By providing the necessary data, it can
assist administrators or users in identifying
and proactively addressing unauthorized
access to the SWIFT environment.
Illusive solution can also integrate with SIEM
tools for advanced analysis of audit logs.
Alerts can be set for misuse or suspicious
activity.

6.4 Logging and
Monitoring
Type: Mandatory

Record security events and
detect anomalous actions
and operations within the
local SWIFT environment.



Testing Procedure:
Reviewed various incidents from within the
Illusive solution management console.
Administrators or configured users are
notified about incidents that occurred
through the dashboard or via email. This
information can be reviewed by security
personnel daily or as events occur to confirm
the threat or suspicious activity that occurred
on systems where Illusive solution
deceptions were deployed.
Incident alerts were triggered for the
following events on the Windows and Linux
systems for the configured testing
environment:
•
Windows incident alerts – Network,
Browsers, Databases, FTP,
Malicious Processes, RDP,
Scanners, Shares, SSH, Windows,
Telnet event (mainframe), Wire
Transfer, and Ransomware events
•
Linux and macOS incident alerts –
Browsers, FTP, Scanners, Shares,
SSH

7 Plan for Incident Response and Information Sharing
7.1 Cyber Incident Ensure a consistent and
Response Planning effective approach for the



The Illusive solution provides incident alerts,
investigations, and reports for the incident
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that occurred on the supported operating
system. Incident types covered include
deceptions applicable to operating systems
tested:
•
Windows incident alerts – Network,
Browsers, Databases, FTP,
Malicious Processes, RDP,
Scanners, Shares, SSH, Windows,
Telnet event (mainframe), Wire
Transfer, and Ransomware events
Linux and macOS incident alerts –
Browsers, FTP, Scanners, Shares,
SSH
Real-time incident information is detected by
the Illusive solution and can be viewed
through the Illusive solution management
console, where it displays the associated
alert and forensics data pertaining to
incident. macOS real-time forensics can be
captured by integration with the Tanium
third-party tool, as this operating system type
does not provide real-time forensics data
through console. Analyzing the compromised
source and identifying the issue’s cause
helps incident response teams mitigate and
address the risk to prevent damage and
exposure following a system breach. The
Illusive solution provides notifications and
details on security events such as
reconnaissance activity or suspicious activity
via investigations, reports, and the Illusive
solution management console.
Testing Procedure:
Reviewed various incidents from within the
Illusive solution management console.
Administrators or configured users are
notified about incidents that occurred
through the dashboard or via email. This
information can be reviewed by security
personnel daily or as events occur to confirm
the threat or suspicious activity that occurred
on systems where Illusive solution
deceptions were deployed.
Incident alerts were triggered for following
events on the Windows and Linux systems
for the configured testing environment:
•
Windows incident alerts – Network,
Browsers, Databases, FTP,
Malicious Processes, RDP,
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•

Scanners, Shares, SSH, Windows,
Telnet event (mainframe), Wire
Transfer, and Ransomware events
Linux and macOS incident alerts –
Browsers, FTP, Scanners, Shares,
SSH

See Use Case: Incident Management for
how the incidents are displayed within the
Illusive solution management console.
Illusive ASM functionality can assist
organizations with their risk assessment
process development. The Illusive solution
can only assist with risks related to
supported operating systems, and it is the
responsibility of the organization to take all
assets into consideration and perform the
analysis at least on annual basis.

Evaluate the risk and
7.4A Scenario Risk readiness of the organization
Assessment
based on plausible cyberType: Advisory
attack scenarios.



For the supported operating systems, the
Illusive ASM module can:
•
Expose the access footprint across
the enterprise
•
Provide risk-aware visibility on
potential attack paths to critical
assets
•
Enable policy definitions- assisted
by machine learning
•
Eliminate violation based on chosen
level of automation
Testing Procedure:
Reviewed the Illusive ASM module to
understand how it can be helpful in the riskassessment process.
See Use Case: Risk Assessment and
Mitigation for further details.
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CONCLUSION
After reviewing the requirements of SWIFT CSCF, Coalfire determined, through review of business impacts
and a technical assessment, that the Illusive solution, as outlined in this document, could assist with
meeting portions of SWIFT CSCF requirements as noted in Appendix A.
The ability to achieve overall compliance with any regulation or standard will be dependent upon the specific
design and implementation of the Illusive solution in the context in which it is implemented. The Illusive
solution demonstrated a high level of flexibility for monitoring attack-vendors, handling incidents, mitigating
attacks pertaining to the deception families for supported operating systems, stopping ransomware threats,
and generating reports or log information related to security incidents. As a result, the Illusive solution can
help a company better prepare for and with security breaches or prevent breaches.

ILLUSIVE CONTACT
To discuss this technology directly with the vendor, please contact info@illusivenetworks.com or visit
www.illusivenetworks.com
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